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[SHAWANO] Most voters agree that more choices are a good thing. Voters in Wisconsin’s Assembly
District 6 will have three choices on the ballot in November, not just the usual Red or Blue. Out of
frustration with the two old parties, Mike Hammond decided to step up to take the middle ground
between the two old parties as the Libertarian Party candidate.
Mike Hammond, a lifelong Shawano area resident, is new to politics but not to the area. A familiar figure around the agriculture scene and race track, Hammond also is a 2017 graduate of the
Leadership Shawano County program.
Informed and inspired by the Leadership Program, Hammond decided to step out of his comfort zone and give voters a voice against big government and to help provide alternatives to the tax
and spend solutions the major party candidates are so fond of resorting to. Mike favors reducing to
nothing all corporate welfare and returning to an economy based on supply and demand and driven
by consumer choice. He is appalled by the growing trend of Wisconsin’s economy being influenced
by politics and supported by public funds.
The role of Wisconsin’s government needs to be redefined and simplified, according to Hammond. He believes that there needs to be a reversal of the mindset that says the State is the great
provider of all things to all people and the first place to look for help. “We must return to a reality
where Wisconsin is a great place to live and work and government is a resource to turn to when all
other options have been exhausted,” insists Hammond.
The Libertarian Party is Wisconsin’s third-largest political party, taking stances on issues that
are often characterized as fiscally conservative and socially tolerant. The Hammond for Assembly
campaign may be found on Facebook.
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